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The Open Door Series are approximately 3.5 cm high and 6.5 to 7cm wide at the base and 2cm
square top.
Each Open Door Series Energy Converter contains high energy organic and metallic alternating
layers. The Energy Converter is so named as it is used to convert the energy coming from WiFis
from low energy to a higher, life supporting energy.
The layers in the Open Door Series are as follows;
1. A clear lens with a Sigil of the Open Door power symbol with a transparent rainbow
backing.
2. Beneath the Power Sigil is a Mother of Pearl that gives a tranquil energy and opal-like
shine.
3. The next layer is moss from the Ley Line power spot in Sacrower See, Brandenburg.
4. The next layer a flat cube of Brass, a blended metal that gives strength and beauty
through joining with others. There are also Brass shavings around the edges to draw in
energy to convert to the high-frequency of the Open Door power symbol.
5. Next layer contains Quartz chips with sand from Sacrower See. The lake lays at the
crossing of two Ley Lines and the sand has a high-content of both quartz and mica.
6. A layer Copper with rounded edges, which also helps to pull in low frequency energies.
7. A transparent rainbow backing with another Open Door Power Symbol on the bottom.
As each is a hand-made work of art, the sides maybe a few millimeters out of flush and height
and base measurements may vary by a few millimeters
Brief description
These meditation devices are designed to be held comfortably in the hands. The Open Door
Power Symbol series are approximately 3.5 cm high and 6.5 to 7cm wide at the base and 2cm
square top.

The The Open Door Power Symbol converter is €40 without the polished Quartz Crystal pyramid
on top and €60 with the Quartz Crystal Pyramid.
These meditation devices are designed to hold a high-frequency positive energy in the space
they are in. The addition of the Quartz Crystal Pyramid helps to amplify this positive effect.

